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TV on DVD
The Man from U.N.C.L.E.:
The Complete Series 

While the world threatened to implode, TV
viewers could sleep easy knowing that
members of the United Network Command
for Law and Enforcement – better known as
U.N.C.L.E. – were keeping a watchful eye on
any global no-goodniks. And if the
villainous collective THRUSH decided to
hatch a diabolical scheme involving killer
bees, evil cyborgs or a host of hypnotised
schoolgirls, you could count on agents
Napoleon Solo (Robert Vaughn) and his
Russian partner, Ilya Kuryakin (David
McCallum), to save the day. Seen now,
NBC’s 60s pop-spy series suffers from the
stodgy prime-time dramatics characteristic
of the medium’s adolescence. But the

interplay between the two leads still hits the
mark, and you couldn’t ask for a better
boob-tube version of the vintage James
Bond aesthetic. Watching all four seasons
back-to-back, unfortunately, also allows
you to chart the show’s eventual downward
trajectory from espionage-a-go-go thrills to
Batman-style camp; by the time Vaughn’s
international man of mystery dances the
Watusi with a gorilla, you can feel the
network reaching for the life-support plug.

The belated release of the original 105
episodes on DVD – in an attaché case, no
less – is reason enough to rejoice. However,
it’s the extensive extras in this box set that
make it a dream come true for U.N.C.L.E.
fans: lengthy new interviews with
McCallum, Vaughn, and various writers,
producers and directors; featurettes on the
show’s music, femme fatales, gadgetry,
marketing tie-ins and that souped-up
Piranha sports car; a season-by-season
breakdown of celebrity guest stars, ranging
from Joan Crawford to Tura Satana; a Tom
And Jerry cartoon parody; and the 1966
feature One Spy Too Many. 
David Fear
Dhs338 from www.amazon.com

Last year’s DVD
release of
Saturday Night
Live’s first
season was
rightly hailed 
as an archival
treasure, but 
the late-night
institution’s
second season –
during which
the classic

format really clicked into place – arguably
makes for the better collection. Over the
course of the 76-77 season, SNL lost its first
cast member (see ya, Chevy Chase),
welcomed Bill Murray in the first show of
1977 (hosted by Ralph Nader) and added the
word Live to the title (after ABC, which had
broadcast Saturday Night Live With

Howard Cosell in 1975, surrendered its claim
to the moniker). With the changes (also
including the phasing out of season one’s
residual variety-show elements) came a new
confidence that made for the beginning of a
golden age that lasted until the departure of
Dan Aykroyd and John Belushi at the end of
season four. 
The new collection is as notable for the
comedy segments as it is for the musical
performances (including a visit from the
baby-faced 27-year-old Tom Waits, and a
solemn Paul Simon crooning ‘Still Crazy
After All These Years’ in a turkey costume).
Though a sensation at the time, the 76-77
SNL defiantly eschewed trendiness, and the
result was an eclecticism (typified by the
Ruth Gordon-hosted episode featuring
Chuck Berry and magician Ricky Jay) that
made it sui generis. Andrew Johnston
Dhs129 from www.amazon.com

Saturday Night Live: The
Complete Second Season
1976-1977 

The Wire: The Complete
Fourth Season

With each successive
season, the scope and
ambition of former
Baltimore Sun
reporter David
Simon’s series about
police and drug
dealers in Maryland’s
biggest city has
increased by an order

of magnitude. Miraculously, the quality has
kept pace. The fourth season – by far the best
TV programme of any kind to air in 2006 –
adds a group of four ghetto middle-schoolers
to the huge roster of characters, and their
attempts to persevere while the system is
stacked against them six ways to Sunday
adds a new level of tragic force to a series that
was already as powerful as they come. AJ
Dhs200 from www.amazon.co.uk

The Riches: Season One 
Eddie Izzard and Minnie Driver lead the cast
as the parents of the Malloy family – a band
of Irish travellers, con artists and thieves.
After the people in the traveller commune
they live in try to force their daughter into an
arranged marriage, the Malloys steal money
and go on the run. Halfway across the
Louisiana backroads they’re involved in a
crash that leaves a wealthy couple dead – the
titular Riches – who were on their way to
their new house. So instead, the Malloys
move in and pretend to be them. 
Within the affluent gated community in
Baton Rouge, they try to live as regular
people, but constantly struggle to avoid the
lifestyle of their past. 

Once you get over the unlikely premise,
this is a great original series with
surprisingly good performances. Driver is

exceptionally good as Dahlia Malloy, just
out of jail and still suffering from a drug
habit she picked up on the inside, and like
many who have moved to the small screen
Driver is putting in the sort of role she hinted
at (throughout Good Will Hunting in her
case), but never followed up in film.
Likewise Izzard, after small parts in big
films and bigger parts in dreadful ones, has
found a role to fit his talent and somehow
pulls off the most unlikely of characters.
Forget the Izzard of stand-up comedy,
tottering about on heels and rambling on
about bees and Star Trek, here he’s polished
and the three children are wonderfully
oddball, and somehow this not only works as a
series, it’s one of the most original, funny and
inventive shows out there. Matt Pomroy
Dhs140  from www.amazon.com

Californication: Season One

This summer he’ll reprise the role of Fox
Mulder (albeit only in a one-off film ofThe X-
Files) but David Duchovny proves here that
he’s more than an alien obsessed FBI agent.
This dark comedy follows writer Hank
Moody (Duchovny) living in California and

pining over his ex-wife, disliking her new
husband-to-be and dealing with his
friend/agent and the many ways in which
Moody can make a mess of all their lives.
Duchovny does dry, irreverent comedy
astutely, and his agent (played by Evan
Handler of Sex And The City fame) is a
perfect foil for his social disasters. 

It’s sharp and laugh-out-loud funny, with
dialogue and a script that blows away 90 per
cent of anything that doesn’t have Aaron
Sorkin’s name on it, and it’s rightly been
picked up for another season. However,
that’s held up because The Red Hot Chili
Peppers are suing over usage of the word
‘Californication’, but given that this series 
is infinitely better than any of their slap-bass
extended-Seinfeld-riff they would do well 
to let something creative and fresh keep 
the moniker.

Due to the sexual nature of some scenes it
is unlikely to ever get screened on television
over here (at least without major cuts), so
watching it on DVD is highly recommended.
There are only 12 episodes, but each is a little
gem full of fine performances and
exceptional writing.  Matt Pomroy
Dhs200 from www.amazon.co.uk
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